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Abstract  
The overall purpose of this study was to investigate the application of TQM principles to improve the quality of academic services at State University of Gorontalo. This purpose is conducted towards an evaluation and assessment of the current quality work at State University of Gorontalo, which determined in three phase, namely: precondition phase; implementation phase and monitoring/evaluation phase. This study employed quantitative approach with descriptive methods. The sample consisted of 50 faculty members from nine colleges/faculties in State University of Gorontalo. The findings of this study indicated that the applications of the TQM principles in precondition and implementation phase are in moderate category. However in monitoring/evaluation phase the TQM principles were poorly implemented. To be successful in implementing of Total Quality Management (TQM) at the State University of Gorontalo, this research suggested the following: (1) There are need to increase the commitment of top management in term of quality, quality awareness, leadership quality, and the quality culture through the dissemination of quality, workshop quality, and quality program, (2) The need to set up an institutional quality document (quality policy, quality standards, quality manual, standard procedure operational), (3) Involve all faculty members actively in supporting the implementation of TQM, and (4) Creating Quality Improvement (QI) team or Quality Evaluation Committee (QEC). In conclusion, a complete framework of Total Quality Management principles is developed, which can facilitate State University of Gorontalo to improve the quality of its institution.
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Quality improvement is the main priority of Universitas Negeri Gorontalo reflected in its vision, becoming a leading university in developing regional potential based culture and innovation in South East Asian. In the Merah Maron Universitas Negeri Gorontalo [25], book entitled “The Acceleration Pillars 2015 – 2018”, it is firmly confirmed that by 2025 Universitas Negeri Gorontalo will get inaugurated as a leading university in the regional potential based culture and innovation development, the premiere in innovations on education, teaching, research, and community services as well as the role model, the pioneer and the inspiration on higher education improvement for other higher education institutions.

The vision of Universitas Negeri Gorontalo has become not only a challenge but also a moral responsibility to all the university’s academics. The challenge is to improve academic quality that is currently ranked at the low level. The study program accreditation results show that around 65% of the study programs got C score, 35% B, and none A. This indicates that quality improvement management has not been successfully implemented. Therefore proper solution to plan, implement, and evaluate proper quality improvement strategy is required [3].

Total Quality Management (TQM) implementation in industrial sector has shown outstanding results. A question remains whether it can also be implemented in education sector, particularly higher education institutions [12].

The results of observation and discussion with some Universitas Negeri Gorontalo officials indicate that the university has implemented TQM concepts such as the establishment of Quality Assurance Center, accreditation program, and quality standard establishment [2]. However, these have not yet shown maximum impact on quality improvement. Therefore, there needs to be a research study on TQM implementation in improving academic quality at the university [7].

This research reviews TQM implementation in academic services at Universitas Negeri Gorontalo throughout the stages of initial condition, planning, implementation, and evaluation.
2 METHOD

This research applies quantitative approach with descriptive method reinforced by qualitative analysis. This research is carried out within 2 (two) stages in the period of 6 (six) months. At the first stage, quantitative approach of descriptive type is applied. The Stage I results in the description of TQM implementation stages at academic services of Universitas Negeri Gorontalo. The findings of the first stage research are reviewed at stage II research by applying qualitative approach. The findings of the stage II research enhance the Stage I findings to elaborate various critical, successful elements. The synergy of Stage I and Stage II generates comprehensive findings.

This research is carried out at the academic services of Universitas Negeri Gorontalo, i.e. Academic Administration Bureau at the university level, the Education and Teaching Unit at the faculty level, and Academic Services at study program level. The respondent of this study are staff, lecturers, and leaders engaged in academic services at university, faculty, and study program levels. The research respondents and informants are purposively selected based on the data as required and the information as needed.

3 RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

The research findings on TQM implementation at academic services of Universitas Negeri Gorontalo are presented in the following table:

At the initial condition stage, TQM implementation is still at middle category. This means that initially TQM implementation has not fully supported Universitas Negeri Gorontalo to develop excellent quality that is in line with the vision “becoming a leading university in developing regional potential based innovation and culture in South East Asia” [25].

The empirical review shows that in general lecturers and staff have not yet understood Universitas Negeri Gorontalo’s vision, therefore, theoretically, they do not yet work by the vision. The understanding of the vision and the effort of socializing it as described in the university accreditation documents are very contradictory. It is described in the documents that the vision socialization process is done through the university website and various internal and external meetings. The university printed media is active socializing the vision through handbooks or academic guidelines, leaflets, brochures, and banners when university events are being held. The socialization is also done intensively in different events, e.g. meetings, student admission and new student orientation programs. The university leaders also conduct ongoing socialization in different internal activities, e.g. faculty and study program meetings, and external activities, e.g. electronic media and printed media such as billboards to be accessible to a wider community on campus or off campus [2].

Theoretically the lecturers’ understanding of the vision is closely related with the provided socialization on the vision. The understanding of the lecturers and all the university’s stakeholders determines the direction towards quality improvement [22], [20].

It is still a challenge to fulfill the criteria towards becoming an excellent university that requires total improvement. Some initial conditions are basic assets in developing excellent quality, e.g. quality awareness, quality commitment, quality culture, and quality leadership. The research findings show that the initial conditions are still classified in middle category. On the other hand, it requires excellent initial conditions to develop excellent quality. The challenge is to determine the initial conditions to be basic, excellent assets for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initial Condition (Preparation)</td>
<td>64,60</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quality Planning</td>
<td>63,09</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>76,36</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>46,20</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>62,56</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Developing excellent quality. This is where excellent leaders are required to transform TQM in all organizational units [11].

Quality should be top-down built. Therefore, Universitas Negeri Gorontalo Rector as the top leader should have high commitment towards quality and be capable of mobilizing all main components, particularly lecturers and staff in achieving the set quality targets. The importance of commitment towards quality development has been elaborated in some literatures, pointing out the failure in quality implementation at an organization caused by lack of commitment of the leaders. Sallis state that 80% of TQM implementation failure is caused by the lack of commitment of leaders [21]. Usually non-TQM organizational leaders spend 30% of their time encountering system failure, complaints, and problem-solving. On the other hand, managers implementing TQM do not have sufficient time and therefore use the 30% time to lead, plan for future, develop new ideas, and work closely with the customers [3].

The theoretical review by Crosby, indicates these conditioned steps on quality program, first being management commitment, second quality improvement team, third quality measurement, fourth quality cost, fifth quality awareness, sixth corrective action, seventh zero defects planning, eighth supervisor training, ninth zero defects implementation, tenth goal setting, and eleventh error elimination [21], [7].

Empirically, initial conditions of TQM implementation have not been ideal. Some aspects are still categorized middle and low even though some others have been categorized high and very high, e.g. the commitment of the Rector as the top management. This is indicated in the verbal expressions and encouragement given by the Rector to all the university’s elements to always improve quality, establish acceleration teams, and improve study program and institution accreditation. Hard work of all elements has resulted in the university obtaining B score in the institution accreditation. The Rector has even expected for the university to be ISO certified with international quality certification in 2017. Obtaining ISO certification requires hard work and collaboration of all existing potentials for serious quality improvement. However, some leaders have not yet showed maximum real actions on quality improvement, e.g. unavailable quality programs and lack of attention towards quality assurance cluster at faculty level.

The leaders’ seriousness towards quality assurance is reflected in the Acceleration Pillar Book 2015 – 2018. The book is developed to be the reference for all the academics and the leaders at Universitas Negeri Gorontalo. Acceleration is a strategy to accelerate improvement at the university in the 21st century. These are elaborated in the book: (1) quality assurance, (2) soft skills and entrepreneurship, (3) environment for green campus, and (4) partnership and innovation [25].

The empirical review of establishing quality improvement team at Universitas Negeri Gorontalo is done by the Quality Assurance Working Unit. At institution level, quality assurance is managed by Academic Quality Assurance Board that is responsible to report to the Rector. At faculty and post-graduate level, it is managed by Faculty and Study Program Quality Assurance Unit that is responsible to report to the Director/Dean [2].

The Board and the Unit have been officially legitimated by the Rector Decree Number 1224/UN47/PM/2012 on the institutional establishment, outlining the main task and function of quality assurance units at university, faculty, study program, and postgraduate levels. The units are responsible to disseminate quality documents, monitor implementation quality of teaching and learning and teaching and learning materials and their supporting materials, e.g. laboratory and education evaluation.

The empirical review shows that the established quality assurance units have not properly functioned as expected. The Board, which is expected to prepare standardized quality documents and get them disseminated to all academic services units, has not effectively functioned [19]. However, there are eighty-eight university accreditation documents. The documents are not found in the working units, even the lecturers and staff are not aware of their existence. They should be distributed to the units. As the result, the delivered activities do not refer to the documents, e.g. proposal seminar exam, seminar result exam, and study program exams have each their own implementation procedures [3].

Leadership is a determining element in TQM implementation, i.e. quality-oriented leadership. Ros, states that quality leadership has these characteristics: (1) visible, committed, and knowledgeable, (2) missionary enthusiasm, (3) aggressive target, (4) strong driver in communicating organizational values and getting in contact with the customers [24]. On the other hand, Juran (Ciporto and Diana, 2003) states that quality-oriented leadership covers 3 (three) managerial
The empirical review shows that Universitas Negeri Gorontalo has established quality assurance units, i.e. Academic Quality Assurance Institution at university level and Faculty Quality Assurance Cluster at faculty and study program levels. These units are responsible to monitor internal academic quality at the university. Therefore, they are empowered to be capable of undertaking their responsibilities. Currently they are only capable of preparing and assisting administration process during institution and study program accreditation and are not yet capable to perform TQM. The challenge in the accreditation process is not on how to provide accreditation documents and self-evaluation but what to be written on them [26].

Quality acknowledgement by external party is required since Universitas Negeri Gorontalo is part of the community. Accreditation program hosted by independent institution for higher education institution is carried out by the national accreditation board for higher education (BAN-PT). The acknowledgement is required to assure minimum standards are met, leading towards getting the graduates obtain these qualifications: (a) have competences that are in line with the needs of the community; (b) pursue to a higher education or specialization level (c) operate professional practice. These competencies will help the graduates get accepted in the working field [1].

4 CONCLUSIONS

TQM implementation in academic services at Universitas Negeri Gorontalo can be summarized in these points: (1) the initial stage (preparation) is categorized at middle level; quality awareness, quality commitment, quality leadership, and quality culture are all at middle level; (2) the planning stage is at middle level; environment assessment, quality documents, quality standards, and training indicators are all at middle level; (3) the implementation stage is categorized at high level; academic quality is at middle level, whereas internal audit and improvement indicators are both at high level; (4) the evaluation stage is categorized at low level.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

These are the recommendations for successful implementation of TQM at Universitas Negeri Gorontalo: (1) there needs to be quality improvement, commitment, awareness, leadership, and culture through quality socialization,
symposium, and program; (2) quality document development and finalization (quality policy, standard, manual, and SOP); (3) education and training for staff and lecturers for capacity building; (4) establishment of professional quality team.
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